General Exam Reading List

LHRD 7705 Measures


Harrison, D.A., & Klein, K.J. (2007). What’s the difference? Diversity constructs as separation, variety, or disparity in organizations. *Academy of Management, 32,* 1199-1228.


---

**LHRD 7577 Training**


Hanson, B. (2013). The leadership development interface: Aligning leaders and organizations toward more effective leadership learning. *Advances in Developing Human Resources, 15*, 106.


---

**7571 reading list:**


LHRD 7602

Textbooks:


---

**LHRD 7025 – Reading List**


LHRD 7200 – Reading List


---

**LHRD 7110 Reading List**

**TEXTBOOKS**


**ORIENTATION AND INTRODUCTION TO WORK TEAMS**


**METHODS AND MULTILEVEL ISSUES**


**GROUP FORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT**

GROUP SOCIALIZATION AND NORMS


INPUTS I (COMPOSITION AND STAFFING)


INPUTS II (TEAM DIVERSITY)


TEAM TRAINING


TEAM STRUCTURE AND REWARDS


Team Process Overview


Information Sharing and Decision Making


Social Integration and Cohesion


Collective Cognition


Conflict


MULTICULTURAL TEAMS


TEAMS AND TECHNOLOGY (VIRTUAL TEAMS)


LEADERSHIP, COACHING, & POWER IN TEAMS


MULTITEAM SYSTEMS AND BOUNDARY SPANNING


LHRD 7700 Reading List


FOUNDATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT: THEORIES, MODELS, TAXONOMIES, & FRAMEWORKS IN LEADERSHIP AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT


Traits & Personality


Power & Influence


Neo-Charismatic Theories and Transformational Leadership


Dyadic and Team Processes


**Ethical, Spiritual, Servant, and Authentic Leadership**


**Reflection and After-Event Reviews**


**360 Feedback Assessments and Goal Setting Interventions**


**Coaching & Mentoring**


**Challenging Experiences & Assessment Centers**


**Gender, Diversity, Cross-Cultural, and Global Leadership**


LHRD 7900 Research Methods


